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This self-help guide shows the reader step-by-step how to perform at their peak while gaining
emotional and financial freedom, attaining leadership and self-confidence, and winning the
confidence of others. It should enable the reader to gain the knowledge and courage to remake
themselves.
Fiction. Translated from the Italian by William Weaver. Luigi Pirandello's extraordinary final
novel begins when Vitangelo Moscarda's wife remarks that Vitangelo's nose tilts to the right.
This commonplace interaction spurs the novel's unemployed, wealthy narrator to examine
himself, the way he perceives others, and the ways that others perceive him. At first he only
notices small differences in how he sees himself and how others do; but his self-examination
quickly becomes relentless, dizzying, leading to often darkly comic results as Vitangelo
decides that he must demolish that version of himself that others see. Pirandello said of his
1926 novel that it "deals with the disintegration of the personality. It arrives at the most extreme
conclusions, the farthest consequences." Indeed, its unnerving humor and existential
dissection of modern identity find counterparts in Samuel Beckett's Molloy trilogy and the works
of Thomas Bernhard and Vladimir Nabokov.
Best Practices & Advice From the "Entrepreneur's Lawyer," Scott Edward Walker. This eBook
is an organized and structured compilation of Scott's Edward Walker's best advice and
practices from his blog, www.walkercorporatelaw.com/blog. For entrepreneurs of all sorts, The
Startup Law Playbook is a roadmap for all legal issues and concerns related to startup
endeavors. Scott is the founder and CEO of Walker Corporate Law Group, PLLC, a boutique
corporate law firm specializing in the representation of entrepreneurs. Scott has over 17 years
of broad corporate law experience, including nearly eight years at two prominent New York
City law firms, where he represented major multinational corporations and financial institutions
in billion-dollar transactions. Known as the “entrepreneur’s lawyer,” Scott launched Walker
Corporate Law Group in 2004 and has built a strong team of lawyers who are committed to
helping entrepreneurs succeed, with offices in Los Angeles, San Francisco, New York City and
Washington, D.C. Chapter Outline: Introduction Letter To Readers Chapter 1: Launching A
Venture 101 — Formation Issues 10 things to get you thinking like a lawyer Chapter 2: Show
Me The Money! Raising Capital Dealing with investors & securities laws The Top 10 Dos &
Don’ts For Raising Capital Chapter 3: But I Don’t Know Any Angels! Where to go if you’re not
connected Chapter 4: Pitching Your Potential 5 common mistakes to avoid in your pitch deck
Chapter 5: Doing Deals Like The “Big Boys” How to negotiate like a big industry player
Chapter 6: Who Gets What? 5 tips for founder vesting & splitting equity Chapter 7: How Do I
Value My Startup? Figuring out what your company is worth to investors Chapter 8: Issuing
Stock Options 10 tips for entrepreneurs Chapter 9: Minority Stockholder Rights Get familiar
with state law rights Chapter 10: How To Cut Your Legal Bills In Half & Should you use your
investor’s lawyer? Chapter 11: Conclusion Guts, Desire and Passion
This book offers a critical edition of the petitions in their original Italian language that (Catholic)
Jews residing in Italy submitted to the Fascist General Administration for Demography and
Race (Demorazza) in order either to be “discriminated,” i.e., not subjected to various
provisions of Mussolini’s racial laws.
"Why would you want to deny that you possibly could be a Spirit intransient, that you possibly
could be more than your body, that you possibly could be more than what you have worked for
all your life? And why would you want to deny that? Why would you not want to even consider
it? Well, to deny that God lives within you is to deny that which is termed your ability for
unlimited knowingness, your ability for unlimited love, your ability for unlimited power, your
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ability to manifest what was called in elder times the kingdom of heaven." - Ramtha
With Europe convulsed in wars over religion, a young theology student finds himself siding with
heretics and the disenfranchised while confronting an agent of the Vatican who is determined
to hunt down and destroy enemies of the faith, in a meticulously rendered historical thriller set
against the backdrop of the Reformation. Reprint.
The monograph focuses on the typological differences between the four most widely spoken
Romance languages (Spanish, Portuguese, French and Italian) and Czech. Utilizing data from
InterCorp, the parallel corpus project of the Czech National Corpus, the book analyses various
categories (expression of potential non-volitional participation, iterativity, causation, beginning
of an action and adverbial subordination) to discover differences and similarities between
Czech and the Romance languages. Due to the massive amount of data mined, as well as the
high number of languages examined, the monograph presents general and individual
typological features of the four Romance languages and Czech that often exceed what has
previously been accepted in the field of comparative linguistics.

Pitfalls in Human Research examines 10 ten pivotal points in human research where
investigators and experimenters can go astray. Two questions are addressed: At what
pivotal points in the complex research process can the experimental study go astray
and give rise to misleading results and conclusions? What steps can researchers take
to avoid these pitfalls? To answer these questions, those aspects of experimental
studies that are under the control of the investigator as well as those aspects that are
under the control of the experimenter are examined. This book begins by making a
distinction between the investigator and the experimenter, arguing that their roles are
functionally quite different. The discussion then turns to the 10 pitfalls in human
research, divided into investigator effects and experimenter effects: investigator
paradigm effect; investigator experimental design effect; investigator loose procedure
effect; investigator data analysis effect; investigator fudging effect; experimenter
personal attributes effect; experimenter failure to follow the procedure effect;
experimenter misrecording effect; experimenter fudging effect; and experimenter
unintentional expectancy effect. This monograph will be a useful resource for both
investigators and experimenters, as well as those who utilize research results in their
teaching or practice.
Dreams are a window into our subconscious. We all spend an average of two hours per
night dreaming and often these dreams are muddled without a clear meaning and
making little sense. From flying high to spitting teeth, or being caught naked at the front
of the classroom, Dreams is the ultimate guide to decoding your night time adventures
and unlocking the secrets of your mind. In the pages of this book you'll learn how to
decipher the symbols, understand the deeper meanings behind common dreams and
learn that nightmares can turn out to be hidden gems in the war against fear. There's a
comprehensive guide, which includes a variety of dream themes and how to interpret
them. With stunning imagery and a smattering of stardust, you'll enter a sleepy
otherworld and emerge brighter, feeling better connected with yourself – improving your
daytime through your night-time. Discover the meaning behind the secret stories in your
sleep and become an expert of understanding your dreams.
‘The Internet is broken and Paolo Bory knows how we got here. In a powerful book
based on original research, Bory carefully documents the myths, imaginaries, and
ideologies that shaped the material and cultural history of the Internet. As important as
this book is to understand our shattered digital world, it is essential for those who would
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fix it.’ — Vincent Mosco, author of The Smart City in a Digital World The Internet Myth
retraces and challenges the myth laying at the foundations of the network ideologies –
the idea that networks, by themselves, are the main agents of social, economic, political
and cultural change. By comparing and integrating different sources related to network
histories, this book emphasizes how a dominant narrative has extensively contributed
to the construction of the Internet myth while other visions of the networked society
have been erased from the collective imaginary. The book decodes, analyzes and
challenges the foundations of the network ideologies looking at how networks have
been imagined, designed and promoted during the crucial phase of the 1990s. Three
case studies are scrutinized so as to reveal the complexity of network imaginaries in
this decade: the birth of the Web and the mythopoesis of its inventor; and the histories
of two Italian networking projects, the infrastructural plan Socrate and the civic network
Iperbole, the first to give free Internet access to citizens. The Internet Myth thereby
provides a compelling and hidden sociohistorical narrative in order to challenge one of
the most powerful myths of our time. This title has been published with the financial
assistance of the Fondazione Hilda e Felice Vitali, Lugano, Switzerland.
This book, based on authoritative sources and reports, links environmental
communication to different fields of competence: environment, sustainability,
journalism, mass media, architecture, design, art, green and circular economy, public
administration, big event management and legal language. The manual offers a new,
scientifically based perspective, and adopts a theoretical-practical approach, providing
readers with qualified best practices, case studies and 22 exclusive interviews with
professionals. A fluent style of writing leads the readers through specific details,
enriching their knowledge without being boring. As such it is an excellent preparatory
and interdisciplinary academic tool intended for university students, scholars,
professionals, and anyone who would like to know more on the matter.
Istanbul has long been a place where stories and histories collide, where perception is
as potent as fact. From the Koran to Shakespeare, this city with three
names--Byzantium, Constantinople, Istanbul -- resonates as an idea and a place, real
and imagined. Standing as the gateway between East and West, North and South, it
has been the capital city of the Roman, Byzantine, and Ottoman Empires. For much of
its history it was the very center of the world, known simply as "The City," but, as
Bettany Hughes reveals, Istanbul is not just a city, but a global story. In this epic new
biography, Hughes takes us on a dazzling historical journey from the Neolithic to the
present, through the many incarnations of one of the world's greatest cities--exploring
the ways that Istanbul's influence has spun out to shape the wider world. Hughes
investigates what it takes to make a city and tells the story not just of emperors, viziers,
caliphs, and sultans, but of the poor and the voiceless, of the women and men whose
aspirations and dreams have continuously reinvented Istanbul. Written with energy and
animation, award-winning historian Bettany Hughes deftly guides readers through
Istanbul's rich layers of history. Based on meticulous research and new archaeological
evidence, this captivating portrait of the momentous life of Istanbul is visceral,
immediate, and authoritative -- narrative history at its finest.
"Wendy Doniger O'Flaherty . . . weaves a brilliant analysis of the complex role of
dreams and dreaming in Indian religion, philosophy, literature, and art. . . . In her
creative hands, enchanting Indian myths and stories illuminate and are illuminated by
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authors as different as Aeschylus, Plato, Freud, Jung, Kurl Gödel, Thomas Kuhn,
Borges, Picasso, Sir Ernst Gombrich, and many others. This richly suggestive book
challenges many of our fundamental assumptions about ourselves and our
world."—Mark C. Taylor, New York Times Book Review "Dazzling analysis. . . . The
book is firm and convincing once you appreciate its central point, which is that in
traditional Hindu thought the dream isn't an accident or byway of experience, but rather
the locus of epistemology. In its willful confusion of categories, its teasing readiness to
blur the line between the imagined and the real, the dream actually embodies the whole
problem of knowledge. . . . [O'Flaherty] wants to make your mental flesh creep, and she
succeeds."—Mark Caldwell, Village Voice
Python for Software Design is a concise introduction to software design using the
Python programming language. The focus is on the programming process, with special
emphasis on debugging. The book includes a wide range of exercises, from short
examples to substantial projects, so that students have ample opportunity to practice
each new concept.
Philip J. Ivanhoe's richly annotated translation of this classic work is accompanied by his
engaging interpretation and commentary, a lucid introduction, and a Language Appendix that
compares eight classic translations of the opening passage of the work and invites the reader
to consider the principles upon which each was rendered.
Beginning with the early English colonisation of Ireland and Virginia, the international range of
contributors in Archaeology of the British examine the interplay of objects and identity in
Scotland and Wales, regional England, Canada, Australia, South Africa, Cyprus, and Sri
Lanka. Informed by developments in historical archaeology and by postcolonial scholarship,
the case-studies in this volume look at the colonists themselves. The evidence draws upon
includes vernacular architecture, landscapes, and objects of everyday life. Archaeologies of
the British makes it clear that Britishness has never been a fixed entity, and that material
culture can challenge historical and contemporary understandings of Britishness.
Wake up and dream. Imagine experiencing all the things that happen in dreams, but with one
extraordinary difference: You are “lucid”––consciously, joyously in control. Not just an
adventure (yes, you can fly), a lucid dream is a time ripe for creative thinking, healing,
inspiration, and self-knowledge. This lively dream guide shows step-by-step how to become
lucid, and then what to do once awake in the dream world. Here’s how to reconnect with
dreams, and the importance of keeping a journal and timing REM cycles. How to use simple
reality checks to differentiate between waking and sleeping states. How to incubate a dream to
solve a problem. With every dream we are washing up on the shores of our own inner
landscape. Now, learn to explore this strange and thrilling world.
Leo is an Italian writer in his thirties. Thomas, his German lover, is dead. On a plane to Munich,
Thomas s home town, Leo slips into a reverie of their meeting and life in Paris, nights in
Thomas s flat in Montmartre and a desperate, drug-induced flight through the forests of
northern France that spells the end for Leo and Thomas languid, erotic life together. Leo
travels to find anonymity. Structured in three musical movements, Separate Rooms is a story
of ideal love, broken by absence and separation. When Thomas was alive, he and Leo had
separate rooms in order to preserve the urgency of their passion. Now, Leo faces solitude, the
impossible striving of memory to recreate life and the hostility of a prejudiced world. Separate
Rooms, Tondelli s last book, is a powerful novel of the strength of love and the trauma of
death.
Dreams are at the heart of a process where tangible and intangible worlds are intimately
intermingled. Indeed, a dream is an intangible phenomenon occurring in a physical body that
stands in an environment both material and informational (intangible). A systematic
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investigation of the connections between dreams and reality sheds new light on the dream
process and on the functioning of the mind. This book invites you, the reader, to discover the
results you can achieve through a more comprehensive and unified approach to the dream
process. It gives you advice on how to carry out your own research. Reading this book will help
you become better aware of the role played by your body at the meeting point between dreams
and reality, between the tangible and the intangible (Chapter 1). The book describes an
efficient method for observing the dream process (Chapter 2) and explains the results you can
achieve with it through your own experimentation (Chapter 3). Through your personal
exploration of the whole dream process you will be able to verify for yourself the reality of
certain faculties of the mind which are commonly considered to be "paranormal". You will see
that they can be explained rationally. Chapter 4 of the book explains how you can use the
dream process to find answers to your questions, whether they regard your daily life (health,
work, relationships, life guidance) or your artistic or scientific creativity. The last chapter
(Chapter 5) explains why faculties today considered to be paranormal are destined to a natural
collective awakening. With this book, I invite you to observe your dreams and their connections
with your reality, with a mind as neutral as possible. This is the best way to understand the
meaning of your dreams. Try, then, to forget all you have ever heard about dreams, and just
look at them and observe the whole dream process, and not only the dreams. Everything I
assert in the book can be verified through personal experience by using the proposed method
of observation. With this method everyone, even the most skeptical person, can verify the
existence of unusual faculties of the mind, and learn to develop and use them. Key words:
dreams and reality, precognitive dreams, future in dreams, premonitory dreams, dream
interpretation, meaning of dreams, paranormal faculties, telepathy, dreams and health, dreams
and abundance, dreams and the past, mind and body, nightmares, dreaming brain, lucid
dreams
Winner of the 2011 Strega Prize, this blend of essay, social criticism, and memoir is a striking
portrait of the effects of globalization on Italy’s declining economy. Starting from his family’s
textile factory in Prato, Tuscany, Edoardo Nesi examines the recent shifts in Italy’s
manufacturing industry. Only one generation ago, Prato was a thriving industrial center that
prided itself on craftsmanship and quality. But during the last decade, cheaply made
goods—produced overseas or in Italy by poorly paid immigrants—saturated the market, making it
impossible for Italian companies to keep up. In 2004 his family was forced to sell the textile
factory. How this could have happened? Nesi asks, and what are the wider repercussions of
losing businesses like his family’s, especially for Italian culture? Story of My People is a
denouncement of big business, corrupt politicians, the arrogance of economists, and cheap
manufacturing. It’s a must-read for anyone seeking insight into the financial crisis that’s
striking Europe today.
To help readers interpret their dreams, this book explores the gamut of dream psychology and
includes a dictionary of more than 1,000 dream symbols--organized in 11 thematic
sections--guidelines on keeping a dream diary, and a pictorial history of dream interpretation.
130 color illustrations. 30 photos.
"Every year between 250 000 and 500 000 people suffer a spinal cord injury, with road traffic
crashes, falls and violence as the three leading causes. People with spinal cord injury are two
to five times more likely to die prematurely. They also have lower rates of school enrollment
and economic participation than people without such injuries. Spinal cord injury has costly
consequences for the individual and society, but it is preventable, survivable and need not
preclude good health and social inclusion. Ensuring an adequate medical and rehabilitation
response, followed by supportive services and accessible environments, can help minimize the
disruption to people with spinal cord injury and their families. The aims of International
perspectives on spinal cord injury are to: --assemble and summarize information on spinal cord
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injury, in particular the epidemiology, services, interventions and policies that are relevant,
together with the lived experience of people with spinal cord injury; --make recommendations
for actions based on this evidence that are consistent with the aspirations for people with
disabilities as expressed in the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities.
This is a fascinating exploration of the most influential collection of writings in Western history.
By placing the events and people described in the Bible into their social and geographical
context, it seeks to provide new insights into the scriptures and illuminate a truly significant
period in the development of Western civilization. The authoritative, engrossing text is
accompanied throughout with quotes from the Bible, showing the link between the historical
events described and the scriptures. There are 100 beautifully detailed maps illustrating the
movements of people and the development of nations, and there are over 100 color
photographs and illustrations of archaeological sites and artifacts. This is a comprehensive
account of what is undoubtedly the key book in the development of Western civilization. As
such, it is sure to be of great interest to believers and non-believers alike.
This volume studies elements of Austro-Hungarian or Central European culture that were
common across linguistic, national, and ethnic communities, and shows how some of these
commonalities survived or were transformed by the turmoil of the 20th century: two world wars,
a major depression between the wars, Stalinism and the Iron Curtain
Sognare è uno strumento di conoscenza in grado di accogliere molti aspetti del sapere: da una
prospettiva spirituale, i sogni ci aiutano a comprendere il divino; dal punto di vista psicologico,
accrescono la conoscenza di noi stessi; da un punto di vista pratico, danno un senso al mondo
in cui viviamo. Seguendo lo schema interpretativo ispirato a Paul Brunton, Pamela J. Ball offre
per innumerevoli tipi di sogno questa triplice chiave di lettura: - spirituale - emotiva - materiale
Dalla A di Abaco alla Z di Zuppa, l'autrice spiega e interpreta tutte le possibili tipologie di sogno
- Angelo, Bara, Compleanno, Fantasma, Insegnante, Labirinto, Mercato, Nebbia, Paradiso,
Sangue... - e, quando è necessario, specifica anche i significati differenti nel caso in cui il
sognante sia maschio oppure femmina. Poiché il linguaggio dei sogni è universale, saperlo
interpretare ci consente di comprendere meglio chi siamo, cosa vogliamo, quali sono le nostre
paure e i desideri più profondi.
Dreams told in the group are conjoint individual and group creations. They are both influenced
by the group atmosphere and may in turn influence it and the individual, promoting change and
development. Dreams have a deepening effect on therapeutic work and, due to their
unconscious content, they may represent the most authentic exchange between individual and
group. This state-of-the-art book provides help for therapists encountering a dream told in their
group. It covers the major theoretical perspectives for their understanding, as well as
representing different psychological schools and their approaches to the technical issues of
group dream therapy. Despite the variety of sources, the clinical approaches described
complement each other, and the book details many case studies, including a first dream in the
group, an unconscious meeting between women and men, and other polarities within the
individual and the group.
The pampered daughter of a wealthy Hasidic businessman, Batsheva Ha-Levi grows up in the
affluent suburbs of Los Angeles. But everything changes when she turns eighteen and finds
that her loving father has made a secret vow which will shatter her life, forcing her to marry a
man she hardly knows and sending her to the exotic, golden city of Jerusalem. On her wedding
day, she enters a strange and foreign world steeped in tradition and surrounded by myth.
Shackled by ancient rules, she soon understands that to survive she will have no choice but to
fight for her freedom, to reconcile her own need to live in the modern world with her ancestral
obligations, and to choose between the three men who vie for her body, her soul, and her love.
Now a classic listed among the one hundred most important Jewish books of all time*, Jephte's
Daughter is bestselling author Naomi Ragen's beloved first novel. With poignancy and insight,
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it takes readers on a groundbreaking and unforgettable journey inside the hidden world of
women in the ultra-Orthodox Jewish community. *100 Essential Books For Jewish Readers,
Rabbi Daniel B. Sync and Lindy Frenkel Kanter
This new edition of the Modern Italian Grammar is an innovative reference guide to Italian,
combining traditional and function-based grammar in a single volume. With a strong emphasis
on contemporary usage, all grammar points and functions are richly illustrated with examples.
Implementing feedback from users of the first edition, this text includes clearer explanations, as
well as a greater emphasis on areas of particular difficulty for learners of Italian. Divided into
two sections, the book covers: traditional grammatical categories such as word order, nouns,
verbs and adjectives language functions and notions such as giving and seeking information,
describing processes and results, and expressing likes, dislikes and preferences. This is the
ideal reference grammar for learners of Italian at all levels, from beginner to advanced. No
prior knowledge of grammatical terminology is needed and a glossary of grammatical terms is
provided. This Grammar is complemented by the Modern Italian Grammar Workbook Second
Edition which features related exercises and activities.
Storming Heaven is the only book which looks at Italian workerist theory and practice, from its
origins in the anti-Stalinist left of the 1950s to its heyday twenty years later. It focuses on the
theme of workerism, or 'operaismo', which includes the refusal of work, class self-organisation,
mass illegality and the extension of revolutionary agency, of of which are still practiced today
by workers across the world.Emphasising the dynamic nature of class struggle as the
distinguishing feature of workerist thought, Storming Heaven reveals how this form of radical
politics developed alongside emerging social movements to great effect. It assesses the
strengths and limitations of workerism as first developed by Antonio Negri, Mario Tronti, Sergio
Bologna and others.This edition includes a new chapter looking at the debates around
operaismo and Autonomia since the book originally appeared in 2002, and is updated with a
new foreword and afterword.
The Egyptian pyramid texts, which are the basis of this work, were collected and inscribed on
the walls of five royal pyramids at Sakkareh between the years 2350 and 2175 B.C. The
present work is the first English translation with commentary.
Brings together wide-ranging scientific contributions from those who have studied the biological
degradation of cultural heritages. It tackles both general topics (mechanisms of
biodeterioration; correlation between biodeterioration and environment; and destructive
organisms) and specific ones (the problems presented by different materials, environments,
climatic conditions, and geographic settings). The contributors also discuss ways to diagnose,
prevent, and control deterioration.
The aim of this project is to offer the reader a critical edition and an English translation of 139
letters that were exchanged between the victims of Mussolini’s racial laws and the Jesuit
Pietro Tacchi Venturi.
Extracted from Volume 16. An authoritative account, based on a series of 16th century
alchemical pictures, of Jung's handling of the transference between analyst and patient.
The definitive anthology of Jim Morrison's writings with rare photographs and numerous
handwritten excerpts of unpublished and published poetry and lyrics from his 28 privately held
notebooks. Created in collaboration with Jim Morrison’s estate and inspired by a
posthumously discovered list entitled “Plan for Book,” The Collected Works of Jim Morrison is
an almost 600-page anthology of the writings of the late poet and iconic Doors’ front man. This
landmark publication is the definitive opus of Morrison’s creative output—and the book he
intended to publish. Throughout, a compelling mix of 160 visual components accompanies the
text: excerpts from his 28 privately held notebooks—all written in his own hand and published
here for the first time—as well as an array of personal images and commentary on the work by
Morrison himself. This oversized, beautifully produced collectible volume contains a wealth of
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new material—poetry, writings, lyrics, and audio transcripts of Morrison reading his work. Not
only the most comprehensive book of Morrison’s work ever published, it is immersive, giving
readers insight to the creative process of and offering access to the musings and observations
of an artist whom the poet Michael McClure called “one of the finest, clearest spirits of our
times.” This remarkable collector’s item includes: Foreword by Tom Robbins; introduction and
notes by editor Frank Lisciandro that provide insight to the work; prologue by Anne Morrison
Chewning Published and unpublished work and a vast selection of notebook writings The
transcript, the only photographs in existence, and production notes of Morrison’s last poetry
recording on his twenty-seventh birthday The Paris notebook, possibly Morrison’s final journal,
reproduced at full reading size Excerpts from notebooks kept during his 1970 Miami trial The
shooting script and gorgeous color stills from the never-released film HWY Complete published
and unpublished song lyrics accompanied by numerous drafts in Morrison’s hand Epilogue:
“As I Look Back”: a compelling autobiography in poem form Family photographs as well as
images of Morrison during his years as a performer Hear Jim Morrison’s final poetry recording,
now available for the first time, on CD or digital audio book, at the Village Recorder in West
Los Angeles on his twenty-seventh birthday, December 8, 1970. The digital audio book also
includes performances by Patti Smith, Oliver Ray, Liz Phair, Tom Robbins, and others reading
Morrison’s work.
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